SEEING IS BELIEVING - watch the instructional videos now - cinchpopuptents.com/mycinch

Welcome to the Pop-up
Connector - With this in your
armory you’ll be able to
connect any Cinch tent to your
Cinch Hub, meaning you can
potentially create a whole
Cinch village! In addition, you
can individually attach the
canopy to the side of the Hub,
using the telescopic poles from
your Cinch tent to make a small
extended canopy, giving you
that little bit more outdoor /
indoor space.
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Get set - There are three main steps. First set up your Hub,
Second erect your Connector, and Third pull in your tent
to dock. To begin, make sure your Hub is up and ready to
go and choose which side you’re going to connect.
Make sure that you’re not using the guy lines from the
Hub canopy on this side.

Final adjustments - Now that the tent is in place you can use the sliders on the connector to
increase/decrease the tension between the Hub, Connector and Tent. You can also adjust
the size of the pop-up shape using the strap inside the connector. Release tension here to
make the Connector wider, or increase the tension to raise the roof. Play around to get the
right fit & then peg out the middle of the connector and finish setting up your tent!
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Attach the Hub - Pop the Connector out of its bag and locate
the ‘Hub end’ with yellow webbing by the guy lines. It has
three ’S’ hooks that correspond to the ‘O’ rings around the
Hub canopy. Attach these three ’S’ hooks to the Hub. To get
to the middle one, you need to bend your canopy down and
reach over it. The other two are easy peasy.

Putting down the Hub Connector is a real Cinch,
but do watch the video before you do it cinchpopuptents.com/mycinch and if you’re having any
difficultly email ben@cinchpopuptents.com for moral support :-)
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Peg out the front and back - Your first place to peg is the one
nearest to the Hub. Place your first peg fractionally to the outside of the Hub’s peg. Then move to the far end and try to
create a straight line along the base of the connector, pointing
away from the Hub. Do this for both sides and remember not
to peg the middle yet.
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Make an ‘O’ - Once you’ve unpegged everything, concentrate
on the part of the accessory with the pole. You need to twist
the long shape once and fold it over, so that you have a large
round shape in your hands, much like the person in the picture.
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Dock your tent - Pop up your cinch tent and slide it, door-first, into
position underneath the hub connector. Depending on the size of your
tent, you may need to adjust your pegs. Use the three ’S’ hooks on the
Connector to attach to the equivalent ’O’ rings on the tent (2018
models) or simply attach the ’S’ hooks directly onto the third pole of
the tent. Once you have it straight, peg out the base of the tent.
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Squash the ‘O’ - With your hands on the top of your ‘O’ shape,
holding the poles firmly together, press the bottom of the shape
into the ground and twist slightly, as though you were steering a
bike to the side. It will form an ‘8’ shape on the ground.
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Different sized tents - The tent attachments on the
Connector are adjustable, so you can make them
longer and shorter depending on the size of your
tent.
High Winds - Because the Hub connector relies on
the structure of the tent and the Hub for stability,
we don’t recommend that you have it up in high
winds.

Fold the ‘8’ - Take hold of the middle of the ‘8’ shape to keep
everything in place and fold one side over the other to make
a nice manageable ‘O’ shape. Locate the yellow compression
strap, slide it over the ‘O’ and tighten it to secure the shape.
Slip the accessory back into the bag and you’re all set.

